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Paris 14:30 ~ 16:30 
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Tokyo 22:30 ~ 00:30 (Next Day) 

Session Background 
Present architecture of the electric grids is a legacy of the 20th century based on the fundamental concepts of 
“one-way flow of electricity” and “electricity cannot be stored”. Today with distributed energy resources, storage, 
prosumers and electric vehicles connected to the distribution grid, it needs to be redesigned to support bi-
directional energy flows. Both transmission and distribution grids follow the same architecture today; but in the 
era of distributed RE resources connected to the medium voltage and low voltage grids, the distribution grids 
require a different architecture.  Grid reliability is threatened by increasingly erratic and severe weather events 
and changing customer behavior of adding renewables and other non-wire alternatives both on grid and behind- 
the-meter. The recent advances in operational technologies (OT) and information technologies (IT) such as 
advanced automation systems, smart inverters, cloud computing, mobile computing, machine learning, big data 
analytics have potential for efficient grid management at a lower cost.      
The new Grid Architecture will include (1) different system operators controlling segments of the system; (2) 
different sources of active/reactive power supply ranging from transmission-located to rooftop solar-based; (3) 
the ability to dispatch sources of power supply versus ‘must take’ when available; (4) new cost models for this 
power whether tariff-based or market-based; and (5) adjusting how ancillary services are procured to ensure the 
grid will work reliably providing quality power to all. The new approach is to have two different architectural 
constructs – a data bus and a control bus. While the data bus is responsible for carrying all non-operational 
models of information necessary to drive utility decisions, the control bus is responsible for carrying all 
operational data and control actions taken at the local level, centralized level, or other levels in between where 
that exist. The two buses are isolated by one or more security mechanisms ensuring that information transported 
by either of them or their actions are not compromised.   
Discussion Points:  
1. Emerging Integrated Grid with DER and Two-Way Flow of Power 
2. Grid-Edge and Behind-the-Meter Resources and its Management   
3. Evolving Grid Architecture with Two Buses  

a. Standardized and Open Interfaces  
b. Standardized Tools and APIs 
c. Standards-based and Standardized Models  
d. Self-registration of Devices, Applications and Systems  

4. Roadmap for New Architecture for the Grid  
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